Written Testimony to the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Natural Resources
Subcommittee on Federal Lands

Marvin S. Robinson II - Independent Volunteer Researcher, Quindaro Ruins /
Underground Railroad- Exercise 2019

I.

Introduction
Chairman the Honorable Tom McClintock, Chairman Rob Bishop, Ranking Member Raul

Grijalva, Kansas 3rd District Congressional Representative Kevin Yoder and each of the
Members of the Subcommittees, thank you for inviting me here to discuss the NATIONAL
HISTORIC LANDMARK designation of the QUINDARO TOWNSITE. My name is Marvin S.
Robinson II and I am a honorably discharged U.S. Navy Veteran who has for 31 consecutive
years actively pursued restoration and preservation of the QUINDARO TOWNSITE as an
Independent Volunteer Researcher, identified as the Quindaro Ruins / Underground RailroadExercise 2019, that actually began 17 May 1987, when the archeological site had been approved
to become (a now defunct sanitary landfill- toxic waste dump). I used my training and
certification from my active duty as an Operations Specialist "O.I." Division to help chart,
maneuver, conduct complicated communications and research information gathering and
dissemination to broaden the understanding of both the importance of historic preservation and
environmental and energy conservation.

It took all the way to 05 December 1991 to stop the now defunct proposed landfill in the
U.S. Federal Court of Appeals in Denver, Colorado to obtain interception of a dump, naive as I

was then, I thought historic preservation and restoration would immediately begin. In 1998 the
National Park Service was approved by Congress to establish the National Underground Railroad
Network to Freedom Program that had begun in 1991 as Study through the U.S. Interior
Department that was supported by our former Congresswoman Mrs. Jan Meyers of Kansas, as
well, as former U.S. Senators Nancy Kassebaum and the ICON the Honorable Bob Dole. By
2002 we finally obtained National Register of Historic Places designation of the Quindaro
Townsite. Back then our largest method of trying to get assistance from federal government
leadership was with petitions, telephone tree calls to their offices and MAILGRAMS.

08 May 1921 a Kansas City Times - Kansas City Star article was published: "Move Under
Way to Save Old Quindaro" by journalist Steve O'Grady, 97 years later we are still trying to
preserve, restore and get historic multi-layered cultural heritage recognition for indeed one of the
most important anchors of our beloved nation's complicated and brilliant TIME CAPULES of
LIBERTY, Freedom and Union Army sacred-spaces of HOLY GROUNDS. Another K.C. Star
article published in 04 February 1937 headline was published "GHOST TOWN of Old
QUINDARO May Live Again as a State Park". Today this morning in the halls and rooms
where decision makers plan, plot and chart the course and speed for our country's heritage
landscapes, QUINDARO TOWNSITE is on the radar scope for NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARK before eyes, ears, minds and conscience for 21st century AMERICAN CITIZENS
to appreciate, study, learn and dissect all the risk, sacrifices, bravery, visionaries that those who
came before us, must have seen: who were also ahead of their TIME.

As a proud Navy Veteran, your support of H.R. 5613 the QUINDARO TOWNSITE as a new
NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK would signify not just a bold embrace of historic
preservation, but reassert that VETERANS all over the country can find efforts, passion projects
of their own interest to help improve their own communities, states, regions and impact the
national platforms of really important skills that have transferrable value from their active duty
military service (almost 200,000 active duty personnel, become VETERANS every year) there
are almost infinite possibilities on why your support could translate so much uplift to our nation's
determination to keep being GREAT, again and AGAIN.

It is beyond my communications skills set to adequately convey exactly what this moment
means to me and all the people who have helped and tried to assist with historic heritage
preservation for the Quindaro Townsite, however all the professional rules of the road, rules of
law, regulations, federal statues: whenever you get through- you each are invited to make a visit
to inspect this fragile deteriorating crumbling RUINS that water-mark the very best of what those
who came before us, collaborated to co-carve liberty, freedom and the UNION we all love and
still hold dear to beloved United States of America.

II. The Following are communications to the U.S. Department of Interior- Request for
consideration to elevate the QUINDARO TOWNSITE as a new NATIONAL HISTORIC
LANDMARK

